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Abstract: Portable document format (PDF) files are one of the most universally used file types. This
has incentivized hackers to develop methods to use these normally innocent PDF files to create
security threats via infection vector PDF files. This is usually realized by hiding embedded malicious
code in the victims’ PDF documents to infect their machines. This, of course, results in PDF malware
and requires techniques to identify benign files from malicious files. Research studies indicated
that machine learning methods provide efficient detection techniques against such malware. In
this paper, we present a new detection system that can analyze PDF documents in order to identify
benign PDF files from malware PDF files. The proposed system makes use of the AdaBoost decision
tree with optimal hyperparameters, which is trained and evaluated on a modern inclusive dataset,
viz. Evasive-PDFMal2022. The investigational assessment demonstrates a lightweight and accurate
PDF detection system, achieving a 98.84% prediction accuracy with a short prediction interval of
2.174 µSec. To this end, the proposed model outperforms other state-of-the-art models in the same
study area. Hence, the proposed system can be effectively utilized to uncover PDF malware at a high
detection performance and low detection overhead.

Keywords: portable document format (PDF); machine learning; detection; optimizable decision tree;
AdaBoost; PDF malware; evasion attacks; cybersecurity

1. Introduction

A piece of harmful code that has the potential to damage a computer or network is
referred to as malware. As conventional signature-based malware detection technologies
become useless and unworkable, recent years have seen a significant increase in malware.
Malware developers and cybercriminals have adopted code obfuscation techniques, which
reduce the efficiency of defensive mechanisms against malware [1,2].

Malware classification and identification remain a challenge in this decade. This is
largely because advanced malware is more sophisticated and has the cutting-edge ability
to remain hidden or change its code or behavior to behave more intelligently. As a result,
outdated detection and classification methods are less useful today. As a result, the focus
has shifted to machine learning for better malware identification and categorization [3,4].

Malicious PDF software is one of the common hacking methods [5]. Forensic re-
search is hampered by the difficulty of separating harmful PDFs from large PDF files.
Machine learning has advanced to the point where it may now be used to detect malicious
PDF documents to assist forensic investigators or shield a system from assault [6]. How-
ever, adversarial techniques have been developed against malicious document classifiers.
Precision-manipulation-based hostile examples that have been carefully crafted could be
misclassified. This poses a danger to numerous machine-learning-based detectors [7,8].
For particular attacks, various analysis or detection methods have been provided. The
threat posed by adversarial attacks has not yet been fully overcome. Figure 1 depicts a PDF
document’s header, body, cross-reference table (xref), and trailer components [9].
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Figure 1. Structure of a PDF file.

The interpreter format version that will be utilized is specified in the header. The
PDF’s body defines its content and includes text blocks, fonts, pictures, and file-specific
metadata. The document’s content is contained in a group of PDF elements. These things
can fall under one of four categories: Booleans, strings, streams, and numbers [10].

An analyst or analysis tool may use static, dynamic, or hybrid malware analysis
techniques (Figure 2) [11]. Static analysis techniques examine the sample without running
the code and rely on the file attributes, such as the code structure. In analytical meth-
ods, dynamism executes the code to observe its behavior, such as the program network
operations [12].

Figure 2. Structure of a PDF file.

Adopting advanced evasion and obfuscation techniques to mask dangerous runtime
behavior makes static analysis vulnerable. It is insufficient to undertake static analysis
alone in the current security environment. Any attacker serious about their campaign will
obfuscate and encrypt their code, typically undetectable by static analysis.

On the other hand, dynamic approaches are more resistant to code obfuscation, making
them more effective against sophisticated viruses [13]. To avoid harm, dynamic techniques
must run the virus in a secure, sandboxed environment. Whether it believes the malware
is running in a sandbox or not, an adversary may change the virus’s behavior to obstruct
the malware analysis process [14,15]. While static analysis is frequently quick, dynamic
analysis is typically slow and difficult. Hybrid analysis refers to the combining of the two
methodologies. This is more efficient against sophisticated malware than either of the two
ways, but it also takes more time and requires a more involved analysis process [16].

In this paper, we present a new detection system that can analyze PDF documents
to identify benign PDF files from malware PDF files. The proposed system uses the Ad-
aBoost decision tree with optimal hyperparameters [17], which is trained and evaluated
on a modern inclusive dataset, viz. Evasive-PDFMal2022. The investigational assessment
demonstrates a lightweight and accurate PDF detection system, achieving a 98.84% predic-
tion accuracy with a short prediction interval of 2.174 µSec. To this end, the proposed model
outperforms other state-of-the-art models in the same study area. Hence, the proposed
system can effectively uncover PDF malware at a high detection performance and low
detection overhead.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a systematic and
inclusive review of the recent related articles in the same field of study. Section 3 provides
the modeling architecture for the malware PDF detection system. Section 4 presents and
discusses the performance and experimental evaluation results. Lastly, Section 5 provides
the concluding remarks.
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2. Literature Review

Deep learning methods, particularly Deep Neural Networks (DNN), have become
popular in academic and industrial areas [18]. Their applications can be found in var-
ious fields, including malware analysis. On resource-demanding tasks such as speech
recognition, natural language processing, and picture recognition, DNN performs well.
However, it has been demonstrated that machine-learning-based systems’ categorization is
susceptible to hostile settings with cutting-edge evasion attempts [19].

For the identification of malware, supervised machine learning has been frequently
used. Several detectors that use this technology were created specifically for PDF files in
the past ten years. Choosing whether any unknown PDFs should be classified as harmful
or benign is the main objective of machine learning detectors for malicious document
identification. Such systems can work by examining data retrieved from the document’s
content or structure. Their general process flow is depicted in Figure 3, which comprises
three main sections [20]: pre-processing analyzes PDF files and provides access to data
essential for detection.

Figure 3. General process flow of machine learning techniques.

The information is transformed into a normalized vector as part of the feature ex-
traction process. To ensure an accurate prediction, the classifier chooses the best learning
algorithm for training and modification to acquire improved parameters. Because the
quality of the features may have a distinct impact on the prediction performance, feature
extraction is crucial [21].

An integrated method for malware detection that uses static and dynamic features was
introduced by [22]. Combining static and dynamic features has improved identification
accuracy compared to using static or dynamic approaches separately. According to the find-
ings, the support vector machine (SVM) learning method is the most effective at classifying
data. However, in addition to improvements in false positive (FP) and false negative (FN)
rates, the random forest (RF) also improved the accuracy [23]. The classification findings
show that dynamic analysis is superior to code-based static approaches. In comparison to
static approaches, the dynamic method is more accurate. The integrated strategy improves
detection accuracy, in line with the study goal.

In [24], the authors proposed a brand-new embedded malware detection system based
on statistical anomaly detection techniques. This is the first anomaly-based malware de-
tection method to pinpoint the infection location within an infected file. The suggested
Markov n-gram detector outperforms existing detectors in terms of detection rate. Addi-
tionally, when used with current commercial off-the-shelf antivirus (COTS-AV) software,
the suggested detector can offer very low false-positive rates due to its capacity to locate
embedded malware.

A non-signature-based technique that examines the byte-level file content has been
proposed by [25]. Such a method offers inherent resistance to typical obfuscation strategies,
particularly those that use repacked malware to hide signatures. This study has found
that infected and benign files differ fundamentally, even at the byte level. Thirteen unique
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statistical and information-theoretic features computed on 1, 2, 3, and 4 g of each file block
are used in the proposed approach, which has a rich feature set.

In [26], the authors introduce a framework for machine-learning-based robust detec-
tion of fraudulent documents. The suggested method is based on elements taken from
the document’s structure and metadata. The study demonstrates the suitability of certain
document attributes for malware identification and the resilience of these features against
new virus strains using real-world datasets. The analysis phase shows that the ensemble
classifier Random Forests, which randomly chooses features for each distinct classification
tree, produces the highest detection rates.

In this investigation, two main data sources were used. The first is the widely used
Contagio data collection [27], which is intended for testing and studying signatures. This
source of datasets was chosen because it has many papers classified as malicious and
benign, including a sizable proportion from targeted attacks. This source offers a few
document sets. The second collection comes from the network monitoring of a sizable
university campus. These files were taken from Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) traffic.

Authors in [28] devised a method to identify a set of features extracted using extant
tools and derive a new set of features from improving PDF maldoc detection and extending
the lifespan of existing analysis and detection technologies. The derived features are
evaluated with a wrapper function that uses three fundamental supervised learning [29]
algorithms (Random Forests, C5.0 Decision Trees, and two-class Support Vector Machines)
and a feed-forward deep neural network to determine how important the features are.
Finally, a new classifier is built using features of the highest significance, dramatically
improving classification performance with less training time. The results were confirmed
using sizable datasets from VirusTotal.

The authors of [30] present a brand-new technique for pinpointing an ensemble
classifier’s data struggles. When enough individual classifier votes conflict during detection,
the ensemble classifier’s prediction is demonstrated to be incorrect. Without the need for
extra external ground truth, the suggested technique, ensemble classifier mutual agreement
analysis, enables the discovery of numerous types of classifier evasions.

Using PDFrate, a PDF malware detector, the authors test the proposed strategy and
demonstrate that the great majority of predictions can be generated with high ensemble
classifier agreement using data from an entire network and our methodology. Nine targeted
mimicking situations from two recent bouts of research are among the classifier evasion
efforts typically assigned an unclear outcome, indicating that the classifier cannot provide a
reliable forecast for these data [31]. To demonstrate the approach’s broad applicability, the
author tested it against the Drebin Android malware detector, where most special attacks
were correctly predicted as uncertain. The proposed method can be applied more broadly
to reduce the potency of attacks on support vector machines made via gradient descent
and kernel density estimation. The most crucial element for enabling ensemble classifiers’
diversity-based evasion detection is feature bagging.

The authors in [32] introduce Lux0R, sometimes known as “Lux 0n discriminant
References”, a unique and portable method for identifying fraudulent JavaScript code.
The suggested approach is based on characterizing JavaScript code through references to
its API, which includes functions, constants, objects, methods, keywords, and attributes
natively recognized by a JavaScript Application Programming Interface (API). The sug-
gested methodology uses machine learning to identify a subset of API references that
are indicative of dangerous code and then uses those references to identify JavaScript
malware. It has been said that the selection mechanism is “safe by design” against evasion
using mimicking assaults. Identifying dangerous JavaScript code in PDF documents is the
relevant application domain that the author focuses on in this work.

This technique can obtain outstanding malware detection accuracy even on samples
that exploit previously unknown vulnerabilities, i.e., for which there are no instances in
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training data. Finally, an experimental evaluation of Lux0R’s resistance to mimicking
attacks based on feature augmentation is performed.

This work [33] presents a novel approach that combines a feature extractor module
closely related to the structure of PDF files with a powerful classifier. This technique has
shown to be more efficient than most commercial antivirus programs and other cutting-edge
research tools for detecting dangerous PDF files. Furthermore, because of its adaptability,
it can be used to enhance the efficiency of an antivirus that is already installed or as a
stand-alone program.

It performs significantly better than Wepawet, a potent instrument created by aca-
demics. Wepawet has been created to detect various threats, including malicious PDF files,
but the developed program is focused on detecting PDF attacks.

It can be further enhanced by assessing the proposed system’s resilience to new
vulnerabilities and enhancing the parsing procedure. The suggested tool might also be
a component of a multi-classifier system, where each classifier focuses on identifying
particular dangers. Making our security systems stronger against a wider range of dangers
and providing them the ability to anticipate new threats is a challenge for the future as
attacker tactics advance.

The authors in [34] discovered the flaws in the existing feature extractors for PDFs by
reviewing them and examining how the malicious template was implemented. The authors
then created a powerful feature extractor called FEPDF (feature extractor-PDF), which can
extract features that conventional feature extractors might overlook and capture realistic
information about the elements in PDFs. The authors produced many brand-new malicious
PDFs as samples to test the current antivirus engines and feature extractors. The findings
demonstrate that several current antivirus engines could not recognize the new harmful
PDFs, but FEPDF can extract the crucial elements for enhanced hazardous PDF detection.

This study [35] demonstrates the typical K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classification
algorithm’s weaker resistance in adversarial environments by using the gradient-descent
attack method to alter the malicious samples in the test set to evade detection by the
classifier. The authors provide a method in which the created adversarial samples are
added to the training set, followed by the usage of the training set to create a new KNN
classifier and test their robustness against various attack strengths.

Finally, the tests demonstrate that the robustness of the KNN classifier may be greatly
increased without impacting the generalization performance of the KNN classifier by
including the adversarial samples produced by gradient-descent attacks on the training set.

A new data-mining-based approach is provided by the authors of [36], introduced
for identifying fraudulent PDF files. There are two stages to the proposed algorithm:
feature selection and classification. The feature selection step is utilized to choose the
ideal amount of features extracted from the PDF file to achieve a high detection rate and
a low false-positive rate with little computational cost. According to experimental data,
a suggested algorithm can achieve a 99.77% detection rate, 99.84% accuracy, and 0.05%
false-positive rate.

It can perform better by comparing the suggested algorithm against antivirus pro-
grams from CalamAV, TrendMicro, MacAfee, and Symantec. The suggested algorithm
is based on data mining techniques, which gives it the edge over antivirus software in
detecting harmful PDF files that have never been seen before. Consequently, the suggested
method can better identify advanced persistent threats (APTs).

Using a gradient-descent (GD) approach, the naive SVM used by the authors in [37]
was easily deceived by us. The authors also devised defenses against this assault by setting
a threshold over each considered feature.

This allowed the suggested method to thwart practically all gradient-descent attacks.
Next, fewer features were chosen so that features used in the gradient-descent assault
could be removed. This reduces the attack’s viability even further at the expense of the
SVM’s precision [38]. The authors also suggested employing adversarial learning to train
the SVM using gradient-descent-forged PDF files and repeating the procedure to decrease
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the likelihood that the gradient-descent attack will succeed. After only three cycles, the
SVM exhibited resistance to attacks using gradient-descent techniques.

Authors in [39] offer in-depth analyses of PDFs’ JavaScript content and structure. They
created a rich feature set in JavaScript that includes content features such as object names,
keywords, and readable strings, as well as the structure and metadata features such as
the file size, version, encoding method, and keywords. It is challenging to create hostile
examples when features are diverse because machine learning algorithms are resistant
to tiny alterations. To reduce the risk of adversarial assaults, analysts create detection
models employing black-box types of models with structure and content properties. The
authors created the adversarial attack to verify the suggested model. Additionally, we
gather wholesome documents with various JavaScript codes for the foundation of the
hostile samples.

The PDF files used in this study comprise 9000 benign and 11,097 malicious document
files gathered by the Contagio malware dump between November 2009 and June 2018 [39].
The malware samples are provided via the Contagio malware dump site. From the website,
researchers can obtain samples of malware. The samples cover a large amount of time. The
authors gathered 115 clean files with JavaScript files separate to develop an adversarial
assault for the validation. The authors, except for encrypted files, successfully implanted
harmful software into 101 clean files.

In terms of machine learning methods, the authors discovered that while most con-
ventional machine learning algorithms perform adequately for malware detection, they
perform worse for adversarial samples, except for the random forest algorithm. Due to this
transferability, the random forest algorithm may perform well.

The author in [40] methodically put forth several guiding concepts to select features to
decrease the capacity for escape while retaining high accuracy. These guidelines are fol-
lowed for extracting features and training a two-stage classifier. The experimental findings
demonstrate that our model performs superbly in accuracy, generalization capability, and
robustness. It can also differentiate between the vulnerability used in malicious files.

The author introduced a strategy to identify the software that created a PDF file [41]
based on coding style: specific patterns that specific PDF producers only produce. Addi-
tionally, they looked at the coding practices of 900 PDF files created by 11 distinct PDF
producers on three different operating systems. A set of 192 rules that can be used to
identify 11 PDF manufacturers has been acquired by the authors. We used 508,836 PDF
files from scientific preprint sources to test our identification method. The tool used has a
100% accuracy rate for identifying specific producers. Overall, it still detected well (74%).
To understand how online PDF services operate and detect inconsistencies, utilize the
provided tool. Lastly, Table 1 summarizes the important reviewed related research.

In [42], the authors provided a thorough summary of the approaches currently used
for malicious document identification. The foundational tools that are frequently employed
in detection approaches were covered. Various methods were categorized based on the
chosen features and the static/dynamic analysis.

A new distance metric to bound robustness features was proposed in [43]. The pro-
posed model maintained 99.74% accuracy and a 0.56% false-positive rate while achieving
99.68% and 85.28% verified robust accuracy (VRA) for the insertion and deletion properties,
respectively. The findings demonstrated that training security classifiers with verified
robustness attributes is a promising direction for raising the bar for unrestrained attackers.

In [44], the importance of doubtful samples is confirmed, and a detection model based
on active learning is used with those uncertain samples. A small number of information-
rich test set samples, or so-called doubtful samples, are chosen to supplement the training
set during each assessment epoch, gradually enhancing the classifier’s performance. Com-
pared to conventional retraining methods, the authors significantly cut the time needed for
training. This study uses a mutual-agreement-analysis-based active learning approach. The
authors employed the Hidost model with active learning and mutual agreement analysis
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as the criterion for selecting doubtful samples, enabling us to use a smaller training set and
improve classification performance.

Authors in [45] proposed a new model called OPEM. This hybrid malware detector com-
bines the frequency of occurrence of operational codes (statically collected) with details of
an executable execution trace (dynamically obtained). The authors demonstrated that, when
used independently, this hybrid strategy improves the performance of both approaches.

The authors of [46] suggested a revolutionary learning-based method for detecting
PDF malware through processing and visualizing images. Grayscale graphics are created
from the PDF files (byte and Markov plots). The different visual qualities of the images are
then retrieved using image features such as Keypoint descriptors and texture features.

A unique evasion technique based on a feature vector generative adversarial network
(fvGAN) was proposed in [47] to target a learning-based malware classifier. This work
generates adversarial feature vectors in the feature space using the fvGAN and then
converts those feature vectors into actual adversarial malware samples. The findings
demonstrate that the fvGAN model has a high evasion rate within a constrained time. The
proposed strategy has also been contrasted with two currently used attack algorithms,
Mimicry and GD-KDE. The findings show that the proposed technique performs better
regarding both the evasion rate and execution cost.

In [48], the authors studied three well-known attacks—Mimicry, Mimicry+, and Re-
verse Mimicry—to compare how well they evade classifiers in Hidost and Mimicus. The
findings demonstrate that Mimicry and Mimicry+ are successful in avoiding models in
Mimicus but not in Hidost, while Reverse Mimicry is successful in avoiding both Mimicus
and Hidost models.

Due to the pervasive usage of attack channels such as documents, malware continues
to pose a danger to cybersecurity. These infection vectors conceal harmful code from
the victim users, making it easier to infect their computers through social engineering
methods [49].
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Table 1. Summary of reviewed related research.

Ref. Model Datasets Analysis Method Advantages Limitation

[22] SVM, RF 997 virus files and 490 clean files Hybrid The high accuracy rate for static,
dynamic, and combined techniques. Very small dataset

[24] Markov n-gram 37,000 malware and 1800 benign Static

The Markov n-gram detector offers
higher detection and false-positive rates

than the other embedded malware
detection method currently in use.

An evasion test is not available.

[25] (J48) classifier VX Heavens Virus Collection [50] Static
The proposed model may identify the

malware file’s family, such as virus,
trojan, etc.

An evasion test is not available.

[26] RF Contagio [27] Static

Even though the training set,
classification technique, and document

features are known, the classifier is
resistant to mimicking attacks.

Evasion is much more challenging
because classification depends more

evenly on many parameters.

[28] RF, C5.0 Decion Tree (DT),
and 2-class SVM Contagio [27] + VirusTool [51] Static

It gives us a thorough grasp of how these
selected features affect classification, and

this will improve the training time.

All datasets provided by VirusTotal are
benign, and this will make

decisions biased.

[30] ensemble classifier (random
sampling/bagging) Contagio [27] Dynamic Using real data It does not examine any potential

embedded PDF payload.

[32] Heuristic-based Contagio [27] Dynamic More resistant to code obfuscation
Any API extraction mistakes could

compromise the accuracy of
the detector.

[10] Bayesian, SVM, J48, and RF Contagio [27] Static Multi-classifier system Not efficient with different types of
embedded malicious codes in PDF files

[35] KNN Generated Dataset Static
It drastically lowers false negatives and

improves detection accuracy by at
least 15%.

An evasion test is not available.

[36] heuristic search, RF, AND DT Generated Dataset Static Identifying advanced persistent threats It was not tested against evasion
techniques and mimicry attacks.

[37] Naive SVM Dump [52] Static Prevent gradient-descent attacks Slower than other algorithms

[39] RF, SVM, and NB Contagio malware dump between
November 2009 and June 2018 [44] Static Adequately for malware detection Not detect adversarial samples

[40] Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) VirusTotal Static Robustness against evasive samples Can not detect adversarial samples

[41] Coding style HAL dataset [53] Static Trust generation process for PDF files Time-consuming: the complexity
depends on the file size.
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Table 1. Cont.

Ref. Model Datasets Analysis Method Advantages Limitation

[42] Distance metric in the PDF
tree structure Contagio [27] Static Verified robust accuracy Time-consuming due to insertion and

deletion of the tree
[43] Active Learning boost Generated Dataset Static Reducing the training time consumption Not all outcomes are predictable

[44] Supervised machine learning Generated Dataset Hybrid
Both approaches (Dynamic and Static)

enhance performance when
run separately.

Time consumption

[45] Image Visualization Contagio [27] Static Robust to resist reverse mimicry attacks An evasion test is not available.

[46] feature-vector generative
adversarial network (fvGAN) generate realistic samples Static High evasion rate within a limited time

The complexity depends on the file
size, and a 135-dimensional real vector

represents each PDF file

[47]
Machine Learning methods

and traditional malware
analysis procedures

Contagio Malware Dump,
PRA Lab. Hybrid High-performance results in malware

detection and analysis Time consumption
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3. Proposed Classification System

Portable Document Format (PDF) files are one of the most universally used file
types. Like other files such as dot-com files, PNG, and Bitcoin, hackers can find means
to use these normally harmless PDF files to create security threats via malicious code
PDF files. This results in PDF Malware and requires techniques to identify benign files
from malicious files. PDF documents have been seized and exploited as a vector for
malicious activities. Abundant PDF readers and software are affected incessantly, such
as CVE-2018-14442, CVE-2017-10994 in Foxit Reader, and CVE-2018-8350 in Microsoft
Windows PDF Library [42]. Recent intelligent detection systems are developed via ma-
chine/deep learning techniques [54,55] and blockchain/cryptocurrency techniques [56].

In this section, we present the proposed detection system used to analyze the PDF
files to provide insights into the detection model, which classifies the PDF files into either
benign or malware. Figure 4 provides the inclusive architecture for the proposed detection
system from the input phase to the output phase.

Figure 4. Proposed model architecture.
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3.1. Data Collection and Preprocessing

Due to their portability, convenience, and dependability, PDF files are the most com-
monly used document format for several services and applications. However, this reputa-
tion and these features of PDFs have attracted black hackers to harness them in various
means. Indeed, a variety of significant PDF features can be exploited by attackers to pro-
duce a malicious payload. In this paper, we employ a new and thorough PDF dataset,
viz. Evasive-PDFMal2022,hat comprises 10,025 records distributed as 4468 benign records
and 5557 malicious records. In addition, Evasive-PDFMal2022 comprises 37 significant
static features, including 12 general features and 25 structural features extracted from each
PDF file [57]. Examples of features include PDF size, title characters, encryption, metadata
size, page number, header, image number, text, object number, font objects, number of
embedded files, and the average size of all the embedded media.

The collected data of Evasive-PDFMal2022 is imported via MATLAB 2021 to be pro-
cessed and prepared for use with supervised learning algorithms. Once imported, the
dataset originally available as a comma-separated value (.CSV) file format is hosted by
MATLAB as a table of records and features. After that, the data tables undergo a number of
data cleaning processes, such as fixing incorrect/incomplete records and removing dupli-
cate/erroneous records. Finally, the data are divided into training (70%), validation (10%),
and testing (20%) using k-fold cross-validation (with k = 5), as illustrated in Figure 5 below.
According to the figure, 20% of the dataset is split out for the final validation of the model.
In comparison, 80% of the dataset is used to train and validate the model for several folds.
At each fold (say five folds), new random splitting for the 80% is 70% for training and 10%
for validation, resulting in five different folds of training and validation sets. For each fold,
the model is evaluated, and the final overall performance result is the average of the results
attained at all folds. To sum up, for our dataset, ~7000 samples are used for training (70%),
~1000 samples are used for validation (10%), and ~2000 samples are used for testing (20%)

Figure 5. Validation policy: k-fold cross validation.

3.2. Optimizable Decision Tree (O-DT) Model

A decision tree (DT) algorithm is a non-parametric supervised learning method used
to perform classification and regression tasks. DT mainly makes use of a probability tree
that facilitates the decision making of a specific process and can predict the value of a target
variable. For example, the need to decide between two project investment ideas can be done
through the decision tree. The main idea of DT is to build a model to learn the decision rules
inferred from the data features, which can be used later to make decisions and predictions.
An optimizable decision tree (O-DT) is a decision tree that makes use of optimal parameters
and hyperparameters to build a detection system by trying a predefined search space for
different hyperparameters.

We employed the AdaBoost algorithm in this work to build our decision tree model
with various hyperparameter options. AdaBoost (ensemble adaptive boosting ML method)
is a boosting approach in which weights are re-allocated to each example, with higher
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weights allocated to incorrectly classified examples, which helps decrease bias and variance
in the learning process. Figure 4 shows how boosting is used in the AdaBoost DT by
employing a number of learners expanding sequentially. Apart from the first learner,
every successive learner is cultivated from formerly cultivated learners (weak learners
are transformed into strong learners). To sum up, Table 2 presents the final optimized
hyperparameters for developing O-DT.

Table 2. Optimized parameters for the development of O-DT.

Factor Description

Preset Optimizable Tree
Learning algorithm AdaBoost Tree
Split criterion Twoing rule
Surrogate decision splits Off
Maximum number of splits 6704
Optimizer Random Search
Iterations 30
Training time limit False
Feature Selection All features used in the model, No PCA
Cost function Minimum Classification Error

3.3. Model Testing and Evaluation

Model testing and evaluation is a crucial process for understanding the performance
of a machine learning model and gaining more insights into the model’s strengths and
weaknesses. In this research, we have tested the model using a 5-fold cross-validation
and testing dataset (~2000 samples) and evaluated its performance accordingly. Standard
assessment metrics have been used to assess the efficacy of the detection model during the
training, validation, and testing phases. Figure 6 summarizes the standard performance
assessment indicators utilized in this work.

Figure 6. Standard performance assessment indicators.

4. Results and Analysis

This section presents the performance evaluation results for the proposed PDF mal-
ware detection system in various indicators. In addition, a comparison with state-of-the-art
models is conducted. To begin, Figure 7 trace the trajectory of minimum classification error
(MCE) during the training iterations of the optimizable decision trees. According to the
figure, the initial recorded MCE after the first iteration is 3.4%, recording a maximum clas-
sification accuracy of 96.6%. After that, the MCE sharply decreased toward the minimum
MCE hyperparameters only after three learning iterations recording an MCE of 1.3% and
classification accuracy of 98.7%. Then, the MCE trajectory continued to slightly decrease
towards the best point hyperparameters, where it saturated after iteration 13, recording a
1.16% of MCE with 98.84% of classification accuracy, and it remained constant toward the
end of the learning process (30 iterations).
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Figure 7. Minimum classification error vs. learning iterations.

In addition, Figure 8 demonstrates the binary confusion matrix results for the proposed
PDF malware detection system employing the optimizable decision trees. The presented
matrix is composed of blocks: (i) the top left block, which represents the True Positive (TP),
expresses the number of samples that are, in reality, benign samples, and which the ML
model predicted as benign samples. The Number of TP results in this matrix = 4412. (ii) The
top right block, which represents the False Positive (FP), expresses the number of samples
that are benign samples, and which the ML model predicted as Malicious samples. The
Number of FP results in this matrix = 56. (iii) The bottom left block, which represents
the False Negatives (FN), expresses the number of samples that are, in reality malicious
samples, and which the ML model predicted as benign samples. The Number of FN results
in this matrix = 60. (iv) the bottom right block, which represents the True Negatives (TN),
expresses the number of samples that are, in reality malicious samples, and which the ML
model predicted as malicious samples. The Number of TN results in this matrix = 5497.

Figure 8. Binary confusion matrix results.
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Moreover, Table 3 provides a summary of the obtained performance indication results
for the proposed PDF malware detection system in terms of various indicators, including
Incorrectly Predicted Samples (IPS), Correctly Predicted Samples (CPS), Total Number of
Samples (TNS), Prediction speed (PS), Prediction Time (PT), Training time (TT), Predic-
tion Accuracy (CA), Prediction area under the curve (AUC), Prediction Sensitivity/Recall
(RE), Prediction Precision (PR), Prediction harmonic average/F-Score (F1), and Balanced
Accuracy (BCA). The attained results exhibit high efficiency and detectability for the pro-
posed system, scoring high-performance factors exceeding 98.80% for the system accuracy,
sensitivity, and precision.

Table 3. Summary of experimental evaluation factors for the proposed system.

Factor Value Factor Value

IPS 116 samples CA 98.84%
CPS 9909 samples AUC 99.00%
TNS 10,025 Samples RE 98.90%
PS ~ 460,000 obs/sec PR 98.80%
PT 2.174 µSec F1 98.85%
TT 11.848 s BCA 98.95%

Lastly, Table 4 contrasts the performance of our proposed model with several other
existing models in the same field of study. The table compareseight8 PDF malware de-
tection systems employing diverse learning models, including Zhang. et al. [58] employ-
ing a multi-layer perceptron neural network (MLP-NN), Jiang et al. [34] employing a
semi-supervised learning algorithm (Semi-SL), Li et al. [59] employing an intelligent tool
known as JSUNPACK, Nissim et al. [60] employing the support vector machine tech-
nique (SVM), Mohammed et al. [61] employing deep ResNet-50 convolutional neural
network (ResNet-50 CNN), Nataraj et al. [62] employing random forest classifier (RFC),
Lakshmanan et al. [63] employing voting ensemble classifier (VEC) that uses random forest
classifier (RFC) and k-nearest neighbor (kNN), and Cohen et al. [64] employing support
vector machine technique (SVM). In addition to the learning model factor, we have con-
sidered four performance factors to compare with existing models: accuracy, precision,
sensitivity, and F-Score. Overall, the proposed system is superior in all evaluation factors,
with noticeable performance for the other models based on the SVM technique.

Table 4. Comparison with state-of-the-art models in the same area of study.

Ref. Model Accuracy Precision Sensitivity F Score

Zhang. et al. [58]/2018 MLP-NN - - 95.12% -
Jiang et al. [34]/2021 Semi-SL 94.00% - - -
Li et al. [59]/2017 JSUNPACK 95.11% 97.57% 90.87% 94.10%
Nissim et al. [60]/2014 SVM-Margin - - 97.70% -
Mohammed et al. [61]/2021 ResNet-50 CNN 89.56% - - -
Nataraj et al. [62]/2020 RFC 96.94% - - -
Lakshmanan et al. [63]/2020 VEC 95.93% - - -
Cohen et al. [64]/2019 SVM-Margin - - 96.90% -
Proposed O-DT 98.84% 98.80% 98.90% 98.80%

5. Conclusions and Remarks

Due to the worldwide trend toward digital transformation and remote work, the
demand for digital documentation has significantly increased. This increase in the use
of digital documents has been obviously accompanied by a counter increase in malware
development that can threaten user files and machines. PDF files are among the most
commonly used digital files worldwide, which makes them highly vulnerable to a wide
range of threats and malicious codes. Such infection vectors (developed by the hackers)
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hide embedded malicious code in the PDF documents to infect the victims’ machines. This
results in PDF malware and requires techniques to identify benign files from malicious files.
Therefore, a new intelligent system for PDF malware detection is proposed, developed,
and evaluated in this paper. The proposed system utilized a high-performance machine
learning model employing optimizable decision trees with the AdaBoost algorithm. The
proposed system was trained and evaluated on a new inclusive dataset for PDF documents
known as Evasive-PDFMal2022. The simulation outcomes showed the superiority of the
proposed system in terms of detection accuracy, precision, sensitivity, F-Score, and detection
overhead. To this end, the proposed model outperforms other state-of-the-art models in the
same study area. The proposed model can be generalized and applied to provide several
detection services in various areas [65,66]. In short, the contribution of this work can be
summarized as follows:

• A comprehensive machine-learning-based model for analyzing PDF documents to
identify the malicious PDF files from benign files.

• The proposed model makes use of optimizable decision trees with the AdaBoost
algorithm and optimal hyperparameters.

• The proposed model relies on the utilization of a new dataset (Evasive-PDFMal2022)
composed of 10,025 records distributed and 37 significant static features (general and
structural features) extracted from each PDF file.

• The experimental results proved the efficiency of the proposed PDF detection system,
realizing a 98.84% prediction accuracy with a short prediction interval of 2.174 µSec.

• The discussion indicated some gaps in the current state-of-the-art methods which can
provide directions for future research.

In future, some other important and commonly used documents can be considered
in the malicious detection process such as office documents (.docx, .xlxs, pptx., . . . etc.).
In addition, deeper neural networks can be employed in case of accurate changes in the
malware that requires deep learning algorithms such as convolutional neural network
(CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM).
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